A new approach to the notion of invariant of finite degree is discussed. Using this approach it is proved that if one changes gleams in Turaev's shadow presentation of a link, then an invariant of finite degree changes polynomially. (Q 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
INTRODUCTION
The essence of all known definitions of invariants of finite degree (Vassiliev invariants) is in considering a collection of "independent" transformations (or simple singularities) of links. The links involved and the values taken by an invariant on those links seem to depend on a collection of variables. Each of the variables corresponds to one of the transformations (singularities) and takes two values (the transformation is either performed or not, the singularity is resolved in one of two possible ways). Invariants of degree k are those for which all functions of this sort are polynomials of degree not greater than k. Actually, one demands instead that all the finite differences of the order k + 1 vanish. In this work it will be proven that for "dependent" transformations the corresponding polynomials are of degree at most 2k.
I state all the results for links. Links may be thought of as oriented, ordered or framed. Moreover, instead of links one may consider different kinds of knotted graphs.
Actually, on the base of "dependent" transformations I introduce a completely new notion of degree of an invariant, a double-degree. Theorems 1 and 2 show that the double-degree is equal exactly to the doubled degree. However the new notion simplifies some problems. In particular, Theorem 3 proves a conjecture that an invariant of finite degree depends polynomially on the gleams of Turaev's shadow. 0. Y. Viro stated this conjecture as early as in 1990. For the special case of invariants related to the Jones polynomial it has been proved by Burri [l] . 
DEFINITIONS AND LEMMA FROM [2]
The technique used in this paper was developed in [2] . For the reader's convenience all prerequisites from [Z] are presented in this section in improved form. I introduce more convenient notations. Some of the definitions are replaced by equivalent ones. In [2] the formulation of Lemma 1 contained a misprint.
By a simple variation direction of a link we mean a smooth simple arc, framed with two fields of lines, provided
(1) the end points of the arc are situated on the link; (2) the interior of the arc does not meet the link; (3) the lines of the framing at any point of the arc and the tangent line of the arc at the point are not coplanar; (4) the tangent lines of the link in the end points of the arc belong to the different fields of the framing.
Two simple variation directions are said to be independent if the arcs are disjoint. By a variation direction of a link one calls a collection of several pairwise independent simple variation directions.
By a variation scheme ofdimension r one calls an isotopy class of a link with its variation direction. The variation direction is supposed to be equipped with a partition of its simple directions into r groups. Isotopies are supposed to preserve the partition.
To modify a link along a simple variation direction means to replace a segment of the link in neighborhood of an end point of the direction by an arc. This arc consists of two halves which can be obtained from the arc of the direction by a small shift along the framing. The halves are joined by a small arc behind the other end point (see Fig. 1 ). It does not matter if we replace a segment at one end point or another or at both of them simultaneously. If the original link was equipped with other variation directions independent on the considered one, then the result of the modification inherits these directions. The result of consecutive modifications in several independent directions does not depend on the order of the modifications, and one can assume that the modifications are performed simultaneously. For any simple variation direction we can choose another one such that the result of the modifications along these two directions is isotopic to the original link. The second direction is parallel to the first one and their framing differ by a half-twist.
To modify a link along a uariation direction means to modify it simultaneously along all simple directions constituting the direction.
Let S be an (n + I)-dimensional variation scheme. Then, for any multi-index tr E (0, lj', we denote by S(o) the variation direction, which is obtained by deleting from the scheme S the groups of the simple directions with indices i: di = 0. Denote by [S(o) ] the result of modification along this direction.
Given a link described by its diagram, each crossing point of the diagram gives rise to a simple variation direction. The corresponding arc is a straight segment connecting the preimages of the crossing point and lines of each field comprising the framing are parallel to each other. Distinct crossing points correspond to independent variation directions. A modification along a simple direction means the replacement an overcrossing by an undercrossing at the corresponding point of the diagram. It is obvious, that for any variation scheme one can choose a representative in such a way that all its simple directions would be of that type.
We shall use the following notation (here 6, v are multi-indices, i.e. B, v E (0, I>'):
ov E (0, 11' is defined by (a~)~ = clivi,
is defined by 1~1 = crl + .A. + a,, means 0i < Vi for all i.
Let u be an isotopy invariant of links taking values in some Abelian group. We call u an inuarimt of degree < n if for every (n + l)-dimensional variation scheme S one has
Let G be an Abelian group and (tin) with CT E {O, 1)" a system of elements of G. We shall call (u,) a binary system ofdegree k if for any pair of multi-indices p, CI such that lcrl = k + 1 we have X0'-1) "I'UPi = 0.
(3)
The main example of a binary system of degree k is provided by the values of an inva~ant of degree k on the results of modifications along the directions of an n-dimensional variation scheme corresponding to all the multi-indices. Construct the scheme S, which satisfies the following additional conditions.
(1)
End points of all simple variation directions which form the scheme S are situated outside of all 6 and these simple directions do not meet all L!. Denote by S, the variation scheme for L, which has the same variation directions as S. Let vk E (0, If'"+' be defined by v: = 1 iff i > k. Then the links L, and [S~~~(*(~)~)] are required to be isotopic for any k and (7.
Note that for k = 0 the links L, and [S,&(o)t(avkf)] coincide and the last condition is trivial.
Denote by dij the group of the simple directions of the scheme S with index s(i,j). Construct the scheme in several steps. The kth step is a construction of d,j withj 2 k. After that we can verify that ~S~~k(*(~)~)] is isotopic to [SbV~-~(~(~)~(~vk-'))] for any ci. Hence the former is isotopic to L,.
Choose a smooth regular homotopy 1;: between Lf and LL fixed in their common boundary. Since they are sums of disjoint embedded segments, one can replace the homotopy by an isotopy. Choose this isotopy so that L: does not meet both the fragments Lp with I > k and all the simple variation directions of dij with i < k. This is possible since the fragments and the simple directions are disjoint embedded segments. Moreover we can assume that Lk transversally cross Ly~\L~ in a finite number of points. Transform the isotopy so that all the crossings happen at t = t,, and L: is fixed outside of small neighborhoods of the crossing points for to -E G t < to + s.
Choose variation directions dk of L2-" such that L?+' . IS result of a modification along dk.
Simple variation directions of dk correspond to the crossing points. There exists a isotopy h,: M + M such that ho = idM and h,l,; = L: for 0 < t < to -E. We can choose the isotopy fixed on After na + 1 steps the required scheme S is constructed. For any 0 E (O,l}m+ 1 we have OVm+f = 0 and Z((TV" ') = 0. Then Sb,m+t = S and z(o)-) = r(o). Therefore [S(Z(CJ))] is isotopic to L,, as was to be proved. Now consider the general case, when a whole component of L may lie in Vi. Change the modifications vi in such a way that they would satisfy the restrictions above, but L, would not change up to isotopy. Let K be a component of L and K c 6. Let t'i replace of K by I< 1 and h, be a homotopy between I( and KI . Let c = h,(A), where A E K. We can assume that c does not meet L and the results of the modifications zli except in the end points. Let U be a small neighborhood of c. Let Vj' = F\U with j # i and Vi' = Ku U be the new regions of the modifications. Extend h,l, to an isotopy in I/,'\(L\K) between a knot K2 and K1, where Kz and K coincide in a neighborhood of A.
Let a modification u! in the region vi' differ from Vi only as follows: it replaces K by K2, rather than by K1. Then Ui and u! give isotopic links both for L and for all the results of modifications of L in some regions r/j' with j # i. There exists a homotopy between K and K2 fixed in a small neighborhood Ur of A. Then we can assume that the region of the modification v! is 6' = l$'\Ui. NOW K $ K2.
Do the same for all components, which are contained in the regions of the modifications. Now the desired restrictions are fulfilled and there exists a desired scheme. 0
If the modifications Vi are independent then variation directions dij are empty for i fj. Here it does not matter if some components are contained in regions of the modifications. Simple variation directions of dkk automatically has the end points on L\ (Jade+ 1 Ly. That is enough. If one disregards the empty variation directions, the scheme S occurs to be (m + 1)-dimensional.
Proofof Theorem 1. It is necessary to verify (1) for a link L with m = 2k. By Lemma 2 we have a variation scheme S such that link L, is isotopic [S(r(a))]. Note three properties of z(a):
(1) (2) 
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Since (j) is a polynomial of degree I in 4 (even under agreement (9)), we can simplify the internal sum in (10):
Here P is a polynomial obtained by a substitution a quadratic expression in a polynomial of degree k -171. The sum (11) is a finite difference of order 2k + 1 -In(y)1 of a polynomial P. According to (6) the degree of P is less than 2k + 1 -(Al, hence the sum (11) and the whole sum (10) Equation (13) is equivalent to the needed equation (12) . Cl
The modifications Ui and ui+k+ 1 are dependent. We can find only k + 1 of independent modifications, e.g. one along S(o) with 101 = 1. This is exactly as many as we need.
Proof of Theorem 3. Every link under consideration is characterized by the set of its gleams. A variation of gleams is equivalent to adding fibres of Hopf fibration to the link. That is the modification in neighborhoods of some fibres. We can assume these neighborhoods are disjoint for any 2k + 1 variations. Consider an invariant of degree k as a function of the gleams. According to Theorem 1 and Definition 2, all the finite differences of this function of the order 2k + 1 vanish. Hence it is a polynomial of degree at most 2k. 0
